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‘Twas the night before the Christmas Shoot, and all through the land,
Mother Nature was brewing a ‘Noreaster so grand.
She started with snow, and finished with rain,
The bigger the better to show her disdain.
 
When five-thirty came, a decision was made,
Why not give it a try, I’ve already paid.
Wipers on high, four wheels locked in,
I summoned my courage, deep down within.

The white knuckled ride was uneventful at best,
Except for the power lines, on the road that did rest.
One by one, the adventurous arrived,
In their Suburbans, Sequoias, and four wheel drives.

One hundred and six entries were booked for the day, 
Forty souls made it to the Mid-County chalet.
Anticipation mounted as time drew nigh,
Where was our leader, the loveable big-guy?

When out on the lawn, a blue sleigh pulled in,
A bearded elf emerged, along with his twin.
A truncated program, announced so sincere, 
Followed by “It’s too cold out there, I’ll be in here.”

New squads were formed, just five to a troupe,
He called out our names, told us to regroup.
“Adams, Wing, and you too Tim Tice,
You’re all with Lavert, so you better shoot nice.”

Out in the snow we trudged right along,
The wind in our faces, surely this was wrong.
Three stations shot, the rain failed to subside,
Perhaps the smart thing was remaining inside.



Back at the house we gathered to thaw, 
On the scrumptious appetizers we would gnaw.
When the main course arrived, smiles ear to ear, 
There’s nothing better at this time of year.

Toys for the kiddies, our main reason to gather,
All for the hope of making Christmas morning better.
Some generous shooters, a truckload of toys,
A happier holiday for Hudson Valley girls and boys.

A hush descended on the room, the sport’s heroes held dear,
Some passed to the great beyond, some in Florida reviewing our gear.
Who would be this year’s Sportsman? That was the big question.
The envelope revealed, our own Capt. Donnie Brenton.

The jolly old elf brought prizes for all,
For those in attendance, a quite bountiful haul.
One-by-one the names were proclaimed,
Mostly correct, only a few slightly maimed.

He shook all our hands, the last goodbye said,
Signaled his partner, and repacked his sled.
I heard him exclaim as he drove out of sight, 
“Merry Christmas to All, don’t forget your dues by next fortnight!”

Apologies to Clement Clarke Moore.

Comfort and Joy
By Jeff Hunter

The Fairfield County Fish and Game Protective Association hosted their “Christmas Shoot” on December 
9th to benefit the Bryant Elementary School in Bridgeport.  A discounted entry fee awaited each shooter 
that donated a new unwrapped toy to the cause.  Rest assured that there will be many smiling faces on 
Christmas morning due to the generosity of the shooting community. 

Donned in a Santa hat and blinking light necklace, fellow Traveler Ed Davies barked the safety 
instructions to the 100-plus shooters in attendance.  We then trekked to our appointed stations and waited 
for the initial blast from the back of the course.

Station five was a true pair with an incoming bird and a left-to-right crosser at about 35 yards.  No 
problem, right?  The incomer was straightforward and was taken pretty quickly.  The crosser was high 
and skirted the top of the tree line where you couldn’t really get a hard focus on it until it descended into 
consistent background.  By that time, it was too late and the only thing you could do was take a quick jab 
at it and hope you were somewhere close.

“It’s just a skeet shot, it’s just a skeet shot.” kept running through my brain as I watched shooters 
before me whiff on station nine.  I stepped into the box and had convinced myself that the true pair of 
right-to-left crossers was just like low four on a skeet field.  That’s how I shot it, trying to take the first 
around where I thought the middle stake would be and one slightly after.  Perhaps I didn’t give enough 
consideration to the fact that we were on a raised platform, one target was a midi, each target had a slight 
incoming effect and they were slowly dropping.  In hindsight, I guess it wasn’t like shooting low four at 
all.  Maybe that’s why the high score in my squad was four and many others recorded a goose egg (myself 
included).
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The complex angles of a chandelle are tricky enough when you are square to the bird and you have 
the full-face to shoot at.  Position that same target so it’s an incoming crosser and you’re seeing about 75-
percent edge.  Station thirteen’s report was a battue that was edge on until it got behind a tree where it 
transitioned to show full-face as it emerged from the tree.  I made out OK when Santa whispered in my 
ear that you had to shoot at the tree to break the battue.

Overall the course was tough enough to keep Jimmy Mueller under ninety and not dampen the 
Holiday spirit in the rest of us.  Sue Uliano and the kitchen elves at FCF&GPA outdid themselves again 
by providing a hot breakfast of pancakes, pastry, muffins, fruit and various breakfast sandwiches.  Hot 
soup and cookies warmed our bodies at the conclusion before we were sent on our merry way.
 Fairfield County Fish and Game Protective is a private club that holds a few events each year that 
are open to the public.  I covet any occasion in which I may participate in the welcoming atmosphere in 
Newtown.  The opportunity to provide a little Christmas cheer made the event that much more special.

EIGHT WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING IN 2008
By Phil Steinkraus

It’s the New Year and that means we have a once-a-year opportunity to not only look back at the good, 
the bad and the ugly but also to look forward, to plan and prepare and hopefully improve on the year that 
is now recent history. I’ve often reflected that the ways in which people go about their shooting is a very 
accurate reflection of their own personalities. The finicky types get hung up on the minutiae of chokes and 
ammo and gun fit and the Oscar Madisons of this world seem to grab up whatever gun and shell is handy 
and make due. There are the tinkers who are in a constant state of flux, tweaking this or that--longer 
barrels, lighter trigger pull or faster load. There are the head cases who rush right up to success only to 
have some catastrophic lapse in shooting do them in at the last moment snatching defeat from the jaws of 
victory. 

This is a simple game. We look at the targets, put the shells in the gun and try to break the clays—
that’s all. We may use different equipment, methodologies and approaches in going about this but the 
objective is the same—to break as many clays in competition as possible. With this simple goal in mind 
here’s a sure fire New Year’s list for how you can become a better competitive shooter in 2008.

1) Get your equipment right—I’ve touched on this in previous articles but I’ll reiterate it again for the 
reason that I’ve occasionally suffered through with less than perfect equipment. Trying to make due with 
a fire-stick you regard as sub-par puts me at such a psychological disadvantage so as to make the job of 
shooting well impossible. When I step into the box I want to feel confident that everything is perfect, from 
my hat to my vest to glasses to firearm to shells. In short, I want to feel that if the imperfect instrument 
known as my body does its job, the rest of my hardware is already up to snuff.
This means I have patterned my gun for barrel convergence, i.e. that both barrels shoot to the same point
—if I miss I know it’s not the barrels and if the gun fits, it should shoot where I’m looking. I also want to 
know what my chokes can do and select the right constriction for the job. It’s become fashionable in the 
last several years to put two chokes in the gun and leave them in for seemingly everything. While this 
approach certainly simplifies things,  I  wonder to what advantage? Will  eliminating the choke choice 
question altogether help or hurt your shooting? Will shooting that ten yard rabbit with the I-Mod that’s 
already in the gun damage your score more than the anxiety caused by changing to a more open choke? 
Mobile chokes became a popular feature for clays guns because they made shooting easier and leaving a 
compromise choke in the gun for the whole round is like playing 18 holes with a seven iron—sure it’s 
simpler but it’s far from optimal.

A bad trigger is one of the easiest things in the world to remedy. I’m not suggesting that the 
trigger on a Japanese Browning can be made to feel  like that of a  Krieghoff but it  can certainly be 
improved from the way it came out of the factory. Trigger creep and heavy pulls can be massaged away 
for less than $200: Considering what we spend on this game, that seems to me money very well spent. 
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Gun fit is a very complex equation indeed and getting it perfect is a very long and painstaking 
process, but how many of us even have ballpark gun fit to begin with. I’m talking about something that 
comes quite close to fitting as opposed to the Holy Grail of perfection. If you’ve never been fitted or even 
changed the dimension on your gun, chances are pretty good you could improve your shooting just by 
having it fitted to you. Gun fitters cost money and if you’re as thrifty as I and a little hesitant in the reach-
for-your-wallet department, ask a good master class shooter for their opinion. Any competitive shooter 
worth their salt has wrestled with gun fit and if it’s something fairly obvious, chances are they’ll pick up 
on it. Let me warn you however that many a fitter will play you down the path that leads to a restock of 
your gun. In my experience, unless you are a physical specimen that falls at one of the extremes, 95 
percent of the shooters out there can be successfully fitted to the stock that is already on the gun. That 
may mean spacers  need  to  be added for  length,  the comb needs  to  shaved or  the  whole stock  bent 
downward for drop or sideways for cast—if you need more comb high, there’s always the installation of 
an  adjustable  comb.  Also  be  aware  that  E-bay,  Gunbroker.com  and  Gunsamerica.com  are  full  of 
consigned replacement stocks that will sell at a fraction of what a custom restock would cost.—Get thee 
to the stock-fitter, but caveat emptor once you arrive! 

2) Set realistic goals for your shooting and work steadily toward them—Mike Grecco once gave me some 
of the most valuable advice I’ve ever received. The gist of it was just because you won something when it 
was your day and you were able to transcend your self doesn’t mean that you should walk into every 
subsequent event expecting to repeat that success. That’s not to say you shouldn’t try your best every time 
out but he was simply suggesting that just as we aren’t really as bad as the number we post on our worst 
day,  conversely we probably aren’t  as  good as  that  out-of-body number  when good shooting comes 
effortlessly. 

If you’ve never been anywhere near the top of your class then setting a class win as your goal may 
not be realistic—if you’ve come close to top four or five, then by all means go for it. If you’ve won the 
Travelers club championship, then perhaps setting your sites on the Connecticut State Championship is an 
appropriate challenge.

Some people might set their goal by number as in I want to break an 80 next season. My goal for 
the last ten years is come hell or high water, to never shoot below a 60 in competition—I failed to sustain 
that goal two Junes ago when at the height of my flinch/lower back injury, I came off the New York State 
Championship course at Mid-County with a 49! Another ongoing goal is to never shoot less than half at 
any given station. Sure I want to run as many stations as possible, but when I really get into trouble, I try 
to come off with half. You do that on a three pair station and you’re still in the hunt—you shoot a zero at 
any good competitive venue and the rest  of your round is for practice.  I’m just sharing my ideas as 
examples but your goal can be anything you set your mind to such as shooting five more events than you 
did last year, averaging 72 percent for the season or beating Ben Slome at each and every shoot—the 
possibilities are unlimited!   
 
3) Take lessons—I know this sounds like obvious advice, but its funny how many high-intermediate/low-
expert shooters stop taking regular lessons. I’m a big believer that the best education is often realized on 
one’s own and that being able to self-diagnose your game is paramount to becoming a well-rounded 
competitive shooter. However, regular lessons with a good coach is going to save you time and more 
importantly,  it  will  hopefully  reduce  or  eliminate  flaws  in  technique  that  will  greatly  inhibit  better 
shooting. Competent coaching will give your shooting a charted course for success. 

There’s also a lot to be said for putting yourself back on the learning curve. Often we focus in on a 
certain area of our shooting for improvement, only to neglect the rest of our game. A coach will look at 
your overall picture and be able to diagnose what the problems are and probably to what degree they are 
screwing up your shooting.  

Ask around and select a coach who is both recommended but also readily available. Any coach 
who is so busy as to be un-bookable, or so far away as not to be practical, should be avoided. If you can’t 
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do this in a convenient way on a regular basis what’s the point? While being a formerly world-class 
competitive  shooter  isn’t  a  pre-requisite  for  being  a  competent  instructor,  they  should  have  a  real 
competitive  track record they can point  to.  As a  once-and-future  Master  Class  shooter,  I  expect  my 
instructor to be able to mop up the floor with me six days a week and twice on Sundays—the only 
exception is obviously with an older instructor past their shooting prime (they can usually accomplish this 
quite handily as well!). Different instructors emphasize different things and I would try to find one who is 
simpatico to your shooting style and temperament. Then give the instructor a chance: Work on what they 
teach you and truly surrender your game to them. If they say there is something wrong—don’t stubbornly 
cling to your old ways out of insecurity and desperation. The objective here is to improve you shooting—
doing that and proving to the instructor that you’re right and he’s wrong may be an incompatible set of 
goals. 

Don’t expect miracles overnight. My rule is three lessons, then re-evaluate. If I haven’t noticed 
any improvement by then, perhaps it’s worth trying a different coach. I would also add that even though 
you may have a coach you get on with, after time you may find yourself just going through the motions 
and that your improvement has leveled out. You’ve learned what they can teach you and your game is 
stagnating as a result. Back when I was a horseman, it was common to take extra-curricular clinics with 
other instructors and it was often a revelation: They would pick up on some glaring flaw that your regular 
instructor  either  didn’t  see  or  disregarded  as  insignificant.  Just  as  often,  they  served  as  a  glowing 
confirmation that you were on the right path. After 16 years of trying to figure out this game, the one 
thing I believe with all my fiber is the fastest short-cut to better shooting is with a good coach.   

4) Practice more often, but shoot fewer targets—an Olympic shooter I once interviewed told me he never 
shot more than 150 targets a day in practice. He felt he couldn’t concentrate intensely for more than that 
and he didn’t want to wear himself out with recoil. Many of us often shoot a flat of shells in one session—
often the very day before a tournament! Being on the flinchy side myself, I know that I’ll leave my best 
performance on the practice course if I do that. For that reason if I’m competing on Sunday I’ll try to hold 
it to 150 on Saturday. If I can practice on Friday—even if it’s shooting under the lights at Mid-County at 
night—I’ll do that and forgo shooting Saturday to be fresh for the tournament. Once the big blast season 
gets rolling and I’m shooting in competition a lot, if all seems well, I’ll let the competition keep me in 
form and forgo practice as much as is practical. Being fresh and holding my flinch at bay is now my first 
priority.

5) Get Match Fit—In the age of golf carts at every event, the fitness level of the field has dropped off. We 
don’t need to carry anything anymore and many out there spend the bulk of their time on the course 
sitting in a clays cart. I’ve heard the argument that the cart keeps you from getting tired but I’m thinking 
that it is this lack of activity from riding in carts that makes us weaker and more tired than if we were 
playing pack mule and walking with our gear. We are athletes and need to be match fit. By match fit I 
mean we need to be able to navigate the events of the day and not be worn out by our last peg. Our arms 
and shoulders shouldn’t feel tired—they should feel normal. Most importantly we shouldn’t feel stiff or 
shot-out the day after a competition. 

To shoot as well as we can, we need to feel as sharp physically and mentally at the end of the 
round as at the beginning and we need to take the same pains with that last station as we did with the first. 
If your performance and score is winding down the longer the day runs, than maybe you need to think 
about getting match fit. An All-American I know does 100 gun mounts in the morning and at night—do 
that and your arms will never get tired. Add to that some brisk walking on hills and that should do the 
trick (bike riding over hills is my preferred method.)  

6)  Read  a  book or  watch  a  video  on  shooting—My reading  list  for  2008  includes  books  by  Percy 
Stanbury, Michael Yardley and John Brindle. The beauty of the book is it’s cheaper than an instructor and 
can always be referred back to later. Most of these books aren’t very entertaining or particularly well 
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written so I can’t really recommend them as pleasure reading. Videos are useful too; particularly if you 
aren’t a big reader and they have the added benefit of illustrating a point by demonstrating to the shooter 
exactly what the clinician means. Truthfully, I’ve found the books to be a more valuable teaching aid as 
the superstar video clinician often can simply do things with a shotgun that I can’t. If I could hold as tight 
to the trap as Digweed does, I would, but I’m afraid that is a trick reserved only for world-class-talent. For 
this reason I often find more benefit from reading a thoughtful writer like Yardley who falls into the mere 
mortal category of talent, but who can better articulate the subtleties of style and technique all the while 
understanding the deficiencies of my talent.    

7) Make competitions part of your routine—I realize many of us can’t shoot any more competitions than 
we already do but my point here is what often kills our chances for a good performance is simply that 
shooting a competition is a relatively rare and foreign activity. We do things differently on game day than 
we normally do and this very different-ness is disorienting to us. Of the big-time, superstar shooters I’ve 
spoken with, nearly all of them have mentioned that traveling to shoots, staying in strange hotels, and 
eating in weird places at off hours hurts their ability to perform and anything they can do to “normalize” 
or make routine this road life helps their shooting. If you eat dinner every night at Outback steakhouse, 
then that becomes routine. If you only stay at Hampton inns, then that too becomes routine. While the first 
trip to a new venue is foreign and strange, the third trip there feels routine—we know the grounds and 
backgrounds and maybe even the general flavor of target the course designer likes. 

As daytrip shooters, we only make it to Ten-Mile River and Orvis Sandanona once a year. What 
can we do to normalize or make routine these events? If we played seven different golf courses in one 
week, by day five the foreign-ness of playing a strange course would feel routine. Sure you don’t know 
this fairway but you also didn’t know any of yesterday’s, and you won’t know any of tomorrow’s either. 

How can you make a competition day a routine day? I always like to pack my car the night before
—that’s guns, ammo, rain gear and any extra clothes. I go out the back door with a cup of coffee in a 
travel mug knowing where I’m going and how long it will take me to get there. I always get kidded for 
pulling in at the last minute before a shoot but the truth is, I don’t like waiting around to shoot—I get 
antsy and I really want to be fresh when I start. Standing around for an hour before I go out isn’t my 
favorite way to begin the shooting day although I know plenty of people who feel differently.

 8)  Be  Methodical— Shoot  the  same ammo all  the  time.  Don’t  mix  and match,  and  once  you find 
something  that  works,  stay  with  it.  I  know a  lot  of  schlocky  shooters  who  are  lackadaisical  about 
ammunition, but I don’t know a single top shooter who isn’t fairly particular in this department. You can 
pontificate all you want that they will all break the target if you point the gun correctly and that may be 
true, but why wouldn’t you give yourself every possible advantage. Shooting a pot-luck selection of shells 
of different speeds and shot sizes isn’t going to help your scores and every good competitive shooter I’ve 
ever known takes great pains to shoot the one or two shells that they have confidence in.

Reduce the variables of this game by being methodical. Whether you like to point the gun or point 
your finger when viewing targets do it the same way every time. If you have a buddy who you seem to 
shoot well with, try to get squaded with them. If you have a nemesis who seems only to screw up your 
shooting, avoid being squaded with them.

Have a system for your shells as in red shell 8s, black shells 7.5s or left pocket 8.5s, right pocket 
7.5s. Have your glasses sorted. I have the pair on my nose and then another pair in my pocket with the 
most likely lens tint I’ll need if the light conditions change. If a cloud comes over, I just change glasses—
a task that takes me as long as you to read this sentence. If I had to fumble around changing different 
lenses, I would get flustered and that would definitely impact my shooting. Find a call that works and call 
the same way every time. A young friend repeatedly demonstrated the pitfalls of a weak call countless 
times last season—I figured on a typical round of 100 he wound giving up between two and five targets 
because the referee or the trapper couldn’t hear the call and failed to pull the target on his call or pulled 
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late! Five targets in this game takes you from hero to zero! This is a timing-oriented pastime and having a 
positive, clear call will give you the best chance.

CONTACTING THE TRAVELERS... 

CTSCA.ORG – Webmaster: Jeff Hunter, marist89@excite.com
CTSCA Home Office: Al Anglace, email aaa738@aol.com     (by far the best way) or telephone 
203 417-6295 if you absolutely must.  Mailing address: CTSCA, 16 Davis Road, Seymour, CT 
06483.
Editor: Phil Steinkraus, e-mail philistein@aol.com
Membership, Address Changes and Shooting Class status: Contact John Hachmann, at email 
obuc@optonline.net.
Guide Book advertising and other questions contact Dick Orenstein at email oren@umich.edu  or 
call 203-226-5251. 
Past issues of Reload! are available online at www.ctsca.org     

- - - 2007 CTSCA SHOOTING CALENDAR - - -
JAN.  20 – “MID WINTER MARTYDOM”, Mid Hudson Sporting Grounds, New Paltz, NY.
FEB. 24 – ANNUAL MEETING AND SHOOT, Mid Hudson Sporting Grounds, New Paltz, NY.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

NOTE: Advertising in our 2008 Guide Book is due and can be arranged through Al Anglace. 
Full Page cost is $100.00. Our advertisers make it possible to produce this great book.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

FOR SALE                            CLASSIFIED ADS                              WANTED

For Sale – Browning Ultra, 12 ga. over/under, 30” brls., back bored by Seminole, 13 7/8” LOP 
(excellent Ladies or Junior gun), 5 chokes. $850.00. Fran Gallogly, 203 268-0437 or 
tangogirl@charter.net. 
For Sale – Perazzi Mirage 12 ga., 2 brl. Set, 29 ½” and 28  3/8”. Both brls. Are ported and forcing 
cones extended by Giacomo. 11 chokes, cyl. to XFull with visible knurls, no wrench needed. SST, 
removable trigger group, competition safety. LOP 14 3/8” to pad, drop 1 5/8” by 2 3/4. Weight 8 lbs. 8 
oz. Factory cases. Gun extensively refurbished by Giacomo and has little use since its completion. 
Pictures available via email. $4400.00 ORO. Jim Coyne, 212 874-4698 or jcoyne3236@aol.com.  
For Sale – Parker DHE SXS 12 gauge – 30” BRLS., imp. cyl. / light mod. fixed chokes. Double 
triggers, pistol grip. Addition of a third dogs head factory option engraved on receiver to enhance original 
engraving. LOP 15” front and 14” rear trigger. Professional restoration completed by Larry DelGreggo in 
2006. $5500.00. Contact Al Anglace 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com. 
For Sale – Winchester Model 12 (Pre 64) Pump, same serial numbered two brl. set – 30” Trap and 
26” Skeet, both with raised matted ribs. Lovely original factory walnut wood. REDUCED: $2375.00. Al 
Anglace, 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com. 
For Sale – Beretta Urika 391 Gold Sport autoloader – 12 gauge, 30” brl., 3 chokes, LOP 14”. Two 
factory butt pads, factory hard case with wrench and tools. Like new condition. Pictures on request. 
$1150.00. Keith Anglace, 203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.
For Sale – Three Hornady 366 Shotshell Reloading Presses – 12 ga., 20 ga. and 28 ga., all in very 
good condition. $200.00 each. Hank Drapou, 845 216-1810 or henrydrapou@comcast.com.       
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For Sale – V. CHR Shilling 410 side by side, Suhl Germany – 28” brls., side lock w/cocking indicators, 
swan belly stock. A beautiful little scattergun. $4750.00. Pictures on request. Keith Anglace, 
203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.
For Sale – Beretta side by side Onyx 20 gauge – 26” brls., two screw in chokes ic/mod, LOP 14 1/2”, 
single selective trigger, raised rib and beaver tail forearm. Excellent condition, pictures on request. 
$1825.00. Keith Anglace, 203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com. 
For Sale – Ithaca side by side Model 100 SKB 20 ga. – 25” brls., ic/mod, LOP 14 ¼”, single selective 
trigger with beavertail forearm. Excellent condition, pictures on request. $975.00. Keith Anglace, 203 
417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.  
 For Sale – Golf Cart Conversions – Ready for any Sporting Course. Built to suit your needs. Keith 
Anglace, 203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.
For Sale – Beretta Teknys AL391 autoloader 20 gauge – 26” brls., five chokes with wrench, LOP 14 
½”, extra factory butt pad. Like new condition, pictures on request. $895.00. Keith Anglace, 
203 417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com. 
For Sale – Remington NSSF “Wildlife for Tomorrow” Special Edition 870 Pump #0042 – 12 gauge, 
26” 3” magnum brl. Beautifully engraved with gold inlays. NIB. $795.00. Keith Anglace, 203 417-5424 
or kaa111@aol.com. 
Traveler’s Logo Vests, Rain Shooting Coats, Cold Weather Shooting Coats, Shooting Aprons and 
Shooting Shirts. A few of each left. Al Anglace, 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com.
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